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ABSTRACT 

The exposure risk of magnetic fields produced inside high-voltage substations is still a challenging issue for 

both utility design engineers and biomedical researchers. There are two different types of exposure, the 

first type is the public type which comes from any temporary human presence near any electrical utility 

installation while the second type is the residential which comes from any type of residency or semi-

permanent presence for more than 8 hours (working shifts) nearby any electrical utility installation. This 

classification is mainly dependent upon the levels and durations of exposure. This paper presents the full 

simulation for two typical high voltage substations of 500/220 kV and 220/66 kV with different bus bar 

configurations for calculating the magnetic field distributions. The effects of different bus bar 

configurations on the magnetic field levels are presented. The simulated results are compared with the 

measured values to validate the simulation accuracy. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

Power frequency (50/60 Hz) magnetic fields, especially 
those produced nearby power lines and inside electrical 
installations are a major concern of public and utility engineers, 
due to the probable interactions they have with living 
organisms [1, 2]. The magnetic fields are produced in many 
different environments where current-carrying conductors 
exist, such as in the case of electric power transmission and 
distribution overhead lines, cables, and substations. Many 
studies have examined the magnetic fields produced by the 
electric power transmission lines and electric power substations 
[3-9]. The potential hazards and biological effects of the 
magnetic fields on the human health have been addressed in 
multiple researches [10, 11]. Several countries are following 
the guidelines given by the International Commission on Non-
Ionizing Radiation Protection which sets a value of 100 µT 
(1000 mG) for 50 Hz magnetic field exposure for the general 
public and 500 µT (5000 mG) for occupational exposure 
therefore, utilities are aware that the public's concerns about 
this issue are widespread and sincere [12]. The SUBCALC 
program is used to model the magnetic fields in a 230 kV 
substation in [13]. SUBCALC magnetic field modeling 
program is developed by EPRI environment division and runs 
under Microsoft Windows. This program models the power 
frequency magnetic fields from a user specified array of 
transmission, primary distribution lines, and substation 
conductors. The resulting magnetic field has a maximum value 
of about 30 µT. The calculations within the model are based on 
the Biot-Savart law governing magnetic fields. This paper 

presents the results of simulation and measurement of the 
magnetic fields on a typical 500/220 kV and 220/66 kV 
substations in Egypt. Measurements of magnetic field are 
performed using an advanced field meter, HI 3604 ELF survey 
meter [14, 15].  

II. SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS 

Two typical high voltage substations are simulated using 
the MATLAB – M-Script developer based on Biot-Savart Law 
in its general form using the (3 D) technique. The actual shape 
of each section (ingoing, higher voltage bus bar, lower voltage 
bus bar, and outgoing) of the current-carrying conductor 
system is divided into a number of connected in series current 
segments to closely fit the shape of the section and 
consequently form the whole substation conductor system. 
Different configurations of the 500/220 kV and 220/66 kV 
substations are considered (Figures 2-3). The different 
configurations are:  

 Single/double bus bar system with horizontal 
configurations. 

 Double bus bar system with horizontal/vertical 
configurations. 

The different scenarios for the bus bar arrangements and 
their main dimensions and parameters are shown in Figures 1-
4. There are 5 different scenarios for the bus bar arrangement:   

 A: Single bus bar with 500/220 kV horizontal 
arrangements. 
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 B: Double bus bar with 500/220 kV horizontal 
arrangements. 

 C: Double bus bar with 220/66 kV horizontal arrangements. 

 D: Double bus bar with 220/66 kV vertical arrangements. 

 E: Double bus bar with all 220/66 kV vertical 
arrangements. 

Figure 2 presents the horizontal and vertical configurations 
for the 220/66 kV substation. Different bus bar arrangement 
scenarios were simulated as shown in Figures 3 and 4.  

 

 

(a) 
 

(b) 

Fig. 1.  Single line diagram for a 500/220 kV substation with single/ 

double bus bar configuration (Phase A). (a) Single horizontal, (b) double 

horizontal. 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

Fig. 2.  Single line diagram for the 220/66 kV substation with double bus 

bar configuration - Phase A (not to scale). (a) Horizontal, (b) vertical. 

III. MAGNETIC FIELD CALCULATIONS 

Magnetic field calculation techniques can be basically 
classified into two types. The first type is a two-dimensional 
(2D) technique in which the power conductors are assumed to 
have infinitely long segments which are parallel to each other 

and to the flat ground. The second type is the three-dimensional 
(3D) technique at which the power conductors are divided into 
a finite number of segments which are positioned to closely fit 
the actual shape of the whole conductor system configuration. 
A 3D technique is used as the base of the present magnetic 
field calculation [16]. Figure 5 presents an arbitrary carrying-
current conductor segment �⃗ in free space with respect to the 
reference point O and any random observation point P.  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

 

(e) 

 

Fig. 3.  Different scenarios for bus bar arrangements simulated substations 

(not to scale). (a) Double bus bar with 500/220 kV horizontal arrangements, 

(b) single bus bar with 500/220 kV horizontal arrangements, (c) double bus 

bar with 220/66 kV horizontal arrangements, (d) double bus bar with 220/66 

kV vertical arrangements, (e) double bus bars for all 220/66 kV vertical 

arrangements. 
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Fig. 4.  Presentation of the current segment in free space. 

For the current segment �⃗  carrying current of current 

density �⃗, the magnetic field intensity is presented in (1) and 
with integrating over the volume it can be given as in (2).  

��→ = ( 	

� � →×�→��

��� �→�� ��)� �             (1) 

�→ = ( �→

�)( �→×�→

� �→×�→��) ��→. �→
� �→� − �→. �→

 �→ �                     (2) 

where �⃗ is the current density in the current segment, "⃗rr is the 
direction vector between the segment and P, I is the current in 
the segment, and a, b, and c are vectors. 

The magnetic flux density due to the nth current segment is: 

#→ ($) = 0.1 '→ � �→×�→
� �→×�→��� ��→. �→

� �→� − �→. �→
 �→ �  µT   (3) 

Then, for the power line of M conductors, the components 
of magnetic flux densities and its total magnitude value can be 
given as: 

#(⃑ * = ∑ #(⃑ *(,)-./	   

#(⃑ 0 = ∑ #(⃑ 0(,)-./	            (4) 

#(⃑ 1 = ∑ #(⃑ 1(,)-./	   

#�.2 = 3#*4 + #04 + #14                          (5) 

IV. MAGNETIC FIELD CALCULATIONS 

A. 500/220 kV Substation 

Figure 5 presents the magnetic field distribution over the 
entire area of the 500/220 kV substation with single bus bar 
configuration (Scenario A) while all outgoing 220 kV power 
lines are loaded with 50 MW. The maximum magnetic field 
value is about 8.3 µT and it is obtained within the area of lower 
voltage bus bar. Figure 6 presents the magnetic field 
distribution over the entire area of 500/220 kV substation while 
the second ingoing power line is switched off. The maximum 
magnetic field value is still the same while the magnetic field 
distribution under the area of higher voltage bus bar is affected 
and its value is increased by about 5%. 

 
Fig. 5.  Magnetic field distribution over the entire area of the simulated 

500/220kV substations with single bus bar (Scenario A)  configuration and all 

outgoing lines loaded with 50 MW. 

 
Fig. 6.  Magnetic field distribution over the entire area of 500/220 kV 

substation while the second ingoing power line is switched off. 

 
Fig. 7.  Magnetic field distribution over the entire area of the simulated 

500/220kV substations with double bus bar horizontal configuration (Scenario 

B). 
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Figure 7 presents the magnetic field distribution over the 
entire area of the 500/220 kV substation with double bus bar 
configuration ( scenario B) while all outgoing 220 kV power 
lines are loaded with 50 MW. The maximum magnetic field 
value is about 13.2 µT and it is obtained within the area of 
lower voltage bus bar. Figure 8 presents the magnetic field 
distribution inside the entire area of 500/220 kV substation 
with double bus bar configuration, while the second ingoing 
power line is switched off. The maximum magnetic field value 
is almost the same while the magnetic field distribution under 
the area of higher voltage bus bar is affected and its value is 
increased by about 7%. 

 

 
Fig. 8.  Magnetic field distribution inside the entire area of 500/220 kV 

substation with double bus bar configuration  while the second ingoing power 

line is switched off. 

 
Fig. 9.  Magnetic field distribution over the entire area of the simulated 

220/66 kV substations with double bus bar configuration (Scenario C).  

B. 220/66 kV Substation 

Figure 9 presents the magnetic field distribution over the 
entire area of the 220/66 kV substation with double bus bar 
horizontal configuration (Scenario C) while all outgoing 66 kV 
power lines are loaded with 25 MW. The maximum magnetic 
field value is about 31.5 µT and it is obtained within the area of 

lower voltage bus bar. Figure 10 presents the magnetic field 
distribution inside the entire area of 220/66 kV substation for 
the vertical configuration (Scenario D) while all outgoing 66 
kV power lines are loaded with 25 MW. The maximum 
magnetic field value is about 28.4 µT and it is reduced by about 
9.8 % from the corresponding horizontal bus bar configuration.  

 

 
Fig. 10.  Magnetic field distribution over the entire area of the simulated 

220/66 kV substations with double bus bar (Scenario D). 

Figure 11 presents the magnetic field distribution over the 
entire area of the 220/66 kV substation with double bus bar all 
vertical configuration (Scenario E) while all outgoing 66 kV 
power lines are loaded with 25 MW. The maximum magnetic 
field value is about 7.7 µT and it is obtained within the area of 
lower voltage bus bar. The maximum magnetic field value is 
reduced by about 75.5 % from the corresponding horizontal 
bus bar configuration. Table 1 presents the statistical analysis 
for the different scenarios regarding considered bus bars 
arrangements. 

 

 

Fig. 11.  Magnetic field distribution over the entire area of the simulated 

220/66 kV substations with double bus bar for all vertical configuration 
(Scenario E).   
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TABLE I.  MAGNETIC FIELD STATISTICAL VALUES FOR 

DIFFERENT BUS BAR CONFIGURATIONS AND 

ARRANGEMENTS 

Bus bar configuration 

(scenario) 

Magnetic field values (μT) 

Avg  Min Max Stdv. 

Single 500/220 kV bus bar 0.992 0.038 8.2904 0.939 

Single 500/220 kV bus bar, one 

input offline 
1.001 0.038 8.2905 0.949 

Double 500/220 kV bus bar 1.314 0.069 13.238 1.347 

Double 500/220 kV bus bar, one 

input off line 
1.362 0.074 13.216 1.348 

Double 220/66 kV bus bar 1.390 0.102 31.578 2.210 

Double 220kV and 66 kV vertical 

bus bar 
1.350 0.081 28.445 2.947 

Double bus 220kV and 66 kV all 

vertical bus bar 
1.585 0.128 7.7115 1.397 

 

V. MAGNETIC FIELD MEASUREMENTS 

For the validation of the simulation results, the magnetic 
field measurements are performed 1 m above the ground 
surface underneath the lower voltage bus bars inside the two 
simulated high voltage substations and around the transformers. 
The measurements are performed with actual loading condition 
for both 500/220 kV substation allocated in West Cairo while 
the 220/66 kV substation is allocated in the 10th of Ramadan 
City in East of Cairo. Figure 12 presents the calculated and 
measured magnetic field value longitudinal profiles under the 
lower voltage bus bar of 500/220 kV substations. The 
maximum deviation between the calculated and the measured 
values is about 9%, which is due to the effects of the metallic 
structure around the bus bars. Figure 13 presents the calculated 
and measured magnetic field value longitudinal profiles under 
the lower voltage bus bar of 220/66 kV substations. The 
maximum deviation between the calculated and the measured 
values is about 6% which is due to the effects of metallic 
structure around the bus bars.  

 

 

Fig. 12.  Calculated and measured longitudinal magnetic field profiles under 

the center line of the lower voltage bus bar inside the 500/220 kV substation 

with actual loading conditions. 

Figure 14 presents the calculated and measured longitudinal 
magnetic field values 1 m away from the transformers under 
the central phase from the lower voltage bus bar side direction 
inside the 220/66 kV substation with actual loading conditions. 
The measured magnetic values are higher than the calculated 
values due to the presence of the transformer windings. The 

maximum deviation between the maximum measured and 
calculated magnetic values is about 25%. Figure 15 presents 
the calculated and measured longitudinal magnetic field values 
1 m away from the transformers under the central phase from 
the higher voltage bus bar side direction inside the 500/220 kV 
substation with actual loading conditions. Again, the measured 
magnetic values are higher than the calculated values due to the 
presence of the transformer windings. The maximum deviation 
between the maximum measured and calculated magnetic 
values is about 16%. 

 

 
Fig. 13.  Calculated and measured longitudinal magnetic field profile under 

the center line of the lower voltage bus bar inside the 220/66 kV substation 

with actual loading conditions. 

 
Fig. 14.  Calculated and measured longitudinal magnetic field values 1 m 

away from the transformers under the central phase from the lower voltage 

bus bar side direction  inside the 220/66 kV substation with actual loading 

conditions. 

 
Fig. 15.  Calculated and measured longitudinal magnetic field values 1 m 

away from the transformers under the central phase from the lower voltage 

bus bar side direction  inside the 500/220 kV substation with actual loading 

conditions. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 

Two actual high voltage substations, 500/220 kV and 
220/66 kV, are simulated with the MATLAB - M Script 
developer based on the Biot - Savart law in its general form 
with the three – dimensions technique. The simulated results 
are compared with the actual field measurements at different 
positions inside the simulated substations. Good agreement was 
noticed between the measured and the calculated magnetic field 
values under the bus bar area. Meanwhile, the differences 
between the calculated and the measured values show higher 
deviation around the transformer due to the higher current 
inside the transformer windings. For the 500/220 kV 
substation, the maximum deviation between the measured and 
calculated magnetic field values is 9% in the area under the bus 
bars while it reaches 16 % around the transformers. For 220/66 
kV substation, the maximum deviation between the measured 
and the calculated magnetic field values is 6% in the area under 
the bus bars while it reaches 25 % around the transformers. 
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